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This guide is for informational and educational purposes only.  

The reader should make their own decisions and judgements based on their own             
research and investigations when selecting a professional coach.  

The Coaching Connector cannot be held responsible for any issues or problems            
arising from the information in this guide. The reader is fully responsible for the              
decisions they take and the choices they make. 
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So how do you pick your ideal  coach? 
That’s a very interesting question – how do you pick the ideal coach; one that’s               
perfectly suited and matched to your wants, goals, and desires? And - let’s face it -                
someone who is also matched to your temperament  and personality …  

The selection process is tough. 

The fact is that you won’t really know the answer to that question without first               
digging deeper into the subject matter. The best way to do that is to ask a number                 
of smaller questions, both about you and about the kind of coach who is best suited                
to help you. 
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As you go through the questions in this guide, think deeply about your answers. In               
fact, it’s possible you might not have answers for all questions and that’s okay.              
Simply come back to the questions you didn’t answer a little later on.  

But above all, be real with yourself.  

As humans we have a tendency of glossing over our faults and weaknesses. This is               
often where we need the most help so trying to view yourself from the outside can                
be useful. 

A suggestion: please print this document out and keep it handy. Along with your              
written answers and notes you make, this document will possibly be the catalyst             
that will move you forward into a coaching relationship – one that has the              
possibility to shift what’s possible in your world. This is a great tool to give your                
future coach! 

The following questions aren’t in a specific logical order for you to make a specific               
logical decision. The questions are simply designed to trigger your thinking and            
help you develop clarity on the subject matter.  

The summary/clarify notes accompanying certain questions – not all questions will           
have summary/clarifying notes – are just that – to summarise and clarify .  

Please feel free to add as many of your own thoughts and answers as you want.  
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Q: What do you want to hire a coach to do for 
you?  
It’s essential you know inside yourself what it is you want to get from a coaching                
relationship. 

Certainly, a good coach will help you narrow down what you specifically want.             
However, you should have an idea of the reason you want to hire a coach because                
then your search for a coach will have a clear directive. 

Most don’t need coaching. It’s not as essential as needing food or water or clothing               
or somewhere to live. Most want coaching to help solve a problem and to gain               
insight on a matter they’ve realised they cannot solve themselves. 
 

FOR YOU: What’s not working for you? What area of your life do you want 
insight and clarity on that you’ve been putting off? 
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Q: Does the coach LOVE what they do for a 
living? 

We don’t know how accurate the figures are telling us what percentage of people              
are dissatisfied with their careers, their professions, their businesses or their jobs…            
but, it’s a high percentage, possibly in the 75- 85% range. 

And that’s why it’s vital for you to know your ideal coach LOVES their profession               
and what they do. 

But why should they have to love coaching? Why not just be a coach who simply                
likes what they do? 

The reason why a coach has to love what they do is because their work is about                 
shifting a person’s life by altering the way the individual sees  life.  

The work that takes place inside a coaching relationship is extremely important.            
And as such, there’s nothing more important in a coaching relationship than you.             
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You want to know and be internally satisfied that the coach has a passionate              
committed goal to serve you in the best and highest way possible – that they               
sincerely want to help you achieve the goals and outcomes you want. 

You want to know that the coach loves doing this work more than any other work                
they could choose to do in the world. If you find a coach like that, you can be sure                   
that they’ll be doing what they can on a daily basis to be great at what they do, not                   
just good or average. You don’t want to settle for a coach who brings solutions and                
results that are just average or good, do you? 

 

Of course, a coach is a coach, not  a sprinkler of magic dust. To make the coaching 
relationship work, you’ll have to contribute what you have as your part of the 
coaching relationship.  

 

 

 

Q: Has the coach been coached themselves? Do 
they currently have, or have they had, a coach in the 
past? 
Effective coaching is a transformational experience, between one committed         
person and another. That kind of experience cannot be gained solely from a book              
or a course where there’s no interaction and only silent learning going on.  
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Life-changing coaching only happens in a real, one-on-one, deep conversation with           
another person.  

A coach without a coach is very much like a doctor who won’t take his own                
medicine. As such, you want to know at a root level that your ideal coach values                
the entire coaching profession and what coaching stands for – a transformative and             
catalytic experience – and has been professionally coached themselves in the past            
or is currently being coached. 

We all have blind spots in our lives – areas that we simply cannot see, areas we                 
cannot see beyond or areas that we cannot see through. This is why having another               
pair of qualified eyes is vital if we want to sincerely progress in any facet of life.  

A fruitful and successful coach continually looks to increase their coaching skills,            
their awareness skills, and their ability to help another person because of their             
trained area of expertise.  

If you want to find out how committed the coach you’re inquiring about is, find out                
to what level and to what extent they are continuing with their personal and              
professional development. If they have continuing education (CE) credits or          
courses listed this can be helpful in determining their personal commitment. 

 

Q: Is there a match between the areas you want 
help in and the coach’s direct experience?  
If you have a fear of public speaking and you want overcome those fears so you                
can become a first rate presenter, does the coach have direct experience in that              
area? Or can they reassure you that they’re able to transition the work they’ve done               
for a client in one discipline to help you in your  specific area? 
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If you want business growth coaching, does the coach you’re looking to hire have              
direct experience in helping people like you achieve the business growth results            
you want?  

If you want a happier healthier relationship with your spouse or your significant 
other, does the coach have a harmonious, happy relationship themselves?  That’s 
quite a big deal, isn’t it? 

If there’s a complete mismatch with what you want help with and the coach’s skill 
level in that area then that truth alone should give you your answer as to whether 
that particular coach is a right match. 

 

 

 

Q: Do you prefer coaching via phone, in person, 
email, Skype …or all of the above? 
How do you best connect with people: in person, electronically, or by phone? Do              
you want a combination of all of the above when it comes to your coaching?  

Do you know what the best communication combination for you is? 

It’s possible that your preferred communication method will determine the kind of            
coach you work with.  

Now the most important aspect of the coaching relationship is that the coaching             
relationship is intimate and personal, where each communication methods         
mentioned above has varying degrees or levels of personal intimacy. 
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Personal, face-to-face coaching contains a unique personal dynamic that cannot be           
replicated by the other communication formats.  

On the other hand, if you hire a coach who is located on the other side of the world, 
phone and video coaching may be your preferred method – although saying that, 
there are clients who travel every other week  to see their coach who is located on 
the other side of the world!  

FOR YOU: What would honestly serve you best – a coach in person or a coach 
on video, phone, and email? How far would you travel to be coached by 
someone whom you feel would be the ideal coach for you?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Q: Has the coach helped you without any money 
exchanging hands? 
Good effective coaching is about creating positive change and tangible results.           
That’s what we believe here at The Coaching Connector. 

Based on that, the goal is for you is to experience a shift, a small tangible result, in                  
any initial conversation with a potential coach.  

What should you be on the lookout for? 
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Did they demonstrate something helpful that could help solve whatever problem           
you had? Did you feel you gained some kind of benefit from a conversation where               
no money exchanged hands? 

You want to know that the coach is willing to help and serve you, even when                
there’s no money at stake. Why? Because then you’ll feel reassured that money             
wasn’t their main motivator – and that helping  you solve your problem was .  

Q: Does the coach talk more  than they listen? 
Most people, if given the opportunity, will talk about their favourite subject: them.             
One of the core tools of a great coach is the ability to listen; to talk less than the                   
person they’re coaching. 

Want to know if the coach you’re speaking to is an effective one? Want to know if                 
they’ll create a positive impact in your life?  

The answer to that is inside your conversations with each other. What should you              
look for inside the conversations? You want to see if the coach will let you speak                
freely and openly. When the time’s right they’ll ask a probing question before             
inviting you to speak again. A good coach won’t speak more than they listen. 

If all you hear from the coach in the initial conversations is about how good they                
are as a coach and how many clients they’ve served, or if they then give you                
endless reasons as to what’s ‘wrong with you,’ then your intuition will let you              
know whether this is the right coach for you. You’ll sense and feel it.  

 

FOR YOU: Think deeply about this; do you truly feel un-listened to in your life? 
In most instances, do you voice your opinions or give your thoughts freely? Or, 
do you feel unheard and believe your contribution isn’t valued or appreciated?  
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Q: Are you the coach’s first client? 
You want to make it clear to a prospective coach that you’re not a guinea pig and                 
you want a more experienced coach to guide you. But if the coach embraces the               
negative aspect that you indeed are  their first client and...  

● they give you credible reasons why you should give them a shot at helping              
you 

● gives you something actionable that’ll help you move closer to your goal 
● and the coach does this with no money changing hands...  

You might have just found your ideal coach! 

 

 

Q: Ask - what didn’t work well with a client?  
We all mess up in one way or another. That’s what happens when we want to get                 
better in something, an area where we want more success in. And yes, even the               
most successful coaches have messed up in one way or another. 
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When looking for a coach, you want to establish that there’s truth, honesty, and              
integrity right from the very beginning. 

In what ways could a coach have messed up?  

They didn’t ask the right questions at the right time … didn’t challenge their client               
hard enough … didn’t foresee a problem area ... took on the wrong client, but               
carried on with the coaching relationship. It happens.  

What you want to establish is what the coach did next: how they solved any               
potential problems that happened because of the unfortunate turn of events.  

And you won’t have to be a trained detective to figure out if the answers you’re                
hearing back from the coach are sincere and truthful. That’s because you’ll sense it              
and feel it.  

 

Q: Do you prefer a coach with a particular X? 
We generally tend to gravitate towards a particular kind of person. Maybe they’re             
like ourselves in some way – whether it’s their personality, their language, their             
education, their gender, their age, their religion, their attitude, or their love of             
animals. Whatever it may be, we often have some kind of affinity with a particular               
kind of person. 

We all make subjective decisions, no matter how objective we think and believe             
we are being.  

FOR YOU: Do you have a particular preference for the kind of coach you’d like 
to be coached by? Do you know the type of person you’d connect and gel with 
more than anyone else?  Have you in the past been biased towards choosing one 
person over another for a particular service? 
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Q: Find out what a coach charges for their 
services and… why?  – ( Hint:  if they’re on the lowest rung of the 
monetary fee scale, not only does that coach not believe in themselves or their 
services, they in turn, won’t provide a valuable service for you.) 
As with any profession, you’ll encounter varying levels of quality, commitment,           
experience, skill level and yes, fee level .  

It’s the same in the coaching profession.  

You have coaches who have been practicing for years and charge a strong fee for               
their services. There’ll be other coaches who may have been coaching for the same              
number of years, but charge a far lower fee.  

There’ll be coaches who take on a few high-end clients and charge the highest              
rates, and there are coaches who take on multiple clients and charge the low to               
lowest fees. 

And … you’ll find many coaches who operate in the middle of the two extremes. 

Don’t shy away from asking the coach why their fees are at the level they’re at.                
You want to have them explain, justify and give their reasons for their fees.  

Frankly, if the coach has done their work correctly, you’ll already know their fees              
and have already experienced the kind of value and results they can bring you.              
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You’ll already have a sense that your results and outcomes from the coaching will              
far outweigh the fees you’ll invest for the coaching.  

It’s difficult not to look at the hourly rate or coaching package service fee and               
think whether or not the whole investment is worth it. And the difficulty most              
likely arises because with buying coaching you’re not buying a tangible object like             
a laptop or a car where you can physically feel and see the goods, making a direct                 
financial equation of their worth and value.  

Coaching is a non-physical service that then manifests itself in visible results and             
experiences. When you’re paying for coaching (good effective coaching) you’re          
paying for the transformation, the result(s), the inside shifts and thoughts that            
you’ll then use to help you craft the results you want along with the assistance and                
help of your coach.  

Are good coaches worth their fee? 

“I’ve seen how much you charge - $150.00 an hour… that seems a little on the                
heavy side.” 

“Thanks for your observation. I think I should raise it a little more –to $200 an                
hour to help you get on the road to fix an inner fear you have about X that’s                  
plagued you for 20 plus years of your adult life – a fear that’s stopped you from                 
making better financial and career decisions that would’ve had an enormous           
impact on the financial wellbeing of your family life … and, it’ll be a fear we’ll                
work on that you’ll soon no longer have that fear so the whole of your life from                 
now on will come from that fearless position – hmm… I think I’ll raise it to $300                 
an hour!”  

Effective coaches work on creating impactful transformations. That’s should be          
your focus when looking for your ideal coach – and that they’re a coach who can                
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also clarify and quantify what the result or transformation looks like from your             
position and benefit. 

  

FOR YOU: What have you paid for in the past where you could not see direct 
money for goods  equation taking place? How much would you pay for the 
rewiring of a bad programming software inside you that has meant you would 
have conservatively lost out on an additional 10k a year for the last 15 years 
because of that bad wiring? And now you have a new set of inside mental wiring 
that has you seeing the world differently has you seeing you  differently and… 
where you’d now gain that additional 10k a year for the next 15 years… if 
someone could coach you to reach that baseline level, what would you pay for 
that to happen for you? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

__________________________________________________ 

This report is by no means a definitive template for you to follow to the letter,                
100%. The aim of the report is to help guide you and have you put your coaches                 
through a specific question-based-filter that’s unique to you.  

The questions in this guide are core questions we’ve found have been helpful to              
many. You don’t have to use all questions in this guide to help you make your                
decision to hire your ideal coach.  
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You may in fact have a few of your own criteria questions. And we encourage you                
to use them because in doing so you’ll be even more discerning and even more               
detailed in your search for the ideal coach for you. 

And for all you know, your ideal coach is waiting for you behind The Coaching               
Connector gates. Take this guide and use it as a valuable tool when you search for                
your ideal coach on our website. 
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